## Computer Based Training Course Listing
### As of October 3, 2023

### Markets and operations
- Day-ahead overview
- Demand response
- Economic bids and self-schedules
- Emergency response and abnormal operations
- Forecasting
- Full network model
- Generator Interconnection
- Interchange and e-Tagging ISO market awards
- Market pricing
- Master File process
- Metering overview
- Outages
- Real-time overview
- Resource adequacy
- Resource performance expectations of dispatch and operating instructions
- Storage resources

### Western Energy Imbalance Market
- Base schedules foundational concepts
- Get ready to participate in EIM
- Leading the EIM transition
- Metering foundational concepts
- Settlements foundational concepts
- System outages foundational concepts
- The basics of the real-time market

### Congestion revenue rights
- Congestion revenue rights
- Congestion revenue rights MUI and SRS overview
- Congestion revenue rights MUI training - allocation
- Congestion revenue rights MUI training - auction
- Congestion revenue rights overview

### Settlements and metering
- Commitment costs
- Convergence bidding settlements
- Day-ahead settlements
- Energy settlements validation
- Metering overview
- Post-market settlements
- RC customer settlements
- Real-time settlements
- Settlements foundational concepts (EIM)
- Settlements process
- Settlements validation practice
Reference

• How to gain access to CAISO applications
• Interacting with the ISO
• Open Access Same-time Information System (OASIS)
• Welcome to the ISO New!
• Where to find things on the ISO website

Scheduling coordinator

• Credit management
• Ongoing obligations of scheduling coordinators
• Scheduling coordinator certification process overview
• Scheduling coordinators in the ISO

Applications - Located in the Market Participant Portal (certificate required)

• Access Identity Management (AIM) (also located on the Application Access page of the ISO website)
• Automated Dispatch System (ADS) (located in in the Learning Center - Markets)
• Customer Dispute and Information System (CIDI) - certificate needed
• Market Results Interface for Settlements (MRI-S)
• Outage Management System (OMS) certificate needed
• Outage Management System Advanced (OMS) - certificate needed
• Outage Management System Basics (OMS) - certificate needed